



Call us on 020 7851 6624 for Wrinkle Treatments, Dermal Fillers, Sweating Treatment, Skin Tag or Wart Removal
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Speak to our friendly team on 020 7851 6624
or [email protected]


020 7851 6624


Book Appointment
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 DURING LUNCH OR AFTER WORK
- Men's Treatments
- Skin Treatments
- Cryotherapy
- Sweating Treatment
- Dermal Fillers
- Wrinkle Treatment
FEEL FABULOUS
LOOK FRESH &

Very professional, friendly, 
gives great advice. Highly recommended. 
 Andrea, Dec, 2023 
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All treatments are completed by our friendly team of fully qualified, highly experienced doctors.
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Repetitive or overactive muscle contraction can contribute to creasing of the skin and wrinkles. Treatment targeting specific muscles to relax, allows wrinkles to diminish. Every treatment is offered following a consultation to provide a bespoke personalised treatment plan for a natural and refreshed result. 

	Dimpled Chin Correction (Mentalis)
	Downward Smile Correction
	Eye Wrinkles (Crows Feet)
	Forehead and Frown Wrinkles
	Gummy Smile Correction
	Jaw Line Slimming Treatment for a square jaw (Masseters)
	Lip Wrinkles (Smokers Lines)
	Nose Wrinkles (Bunny Lines)
	Platysmal Bands
	Teeth Grinding Treatment (Bruxism)


Book Appointment    Find out more
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Secret RF

Introducing Secret RF, our powerful and effective new microneedling treatment for improving ageing skin, photo-damage, fine lines and wrinkles on the face and neck, scars, acnes scars, skin quality and striae (stretch marks) – with little to no downtime.

Secret RF is an easy, safe and effective procedure that can be performed in a quick, twenty minute treatment session.

	Ageing skin
	Fine lines
	Face and neck wrinkles
	Acnes scars
	Skin quality
	Striae (stretch marks)


Book Appointment    Find out more
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Dermal Fillers

Hyaluronic Acid injections are an effective way to diminish deeper lines, add volume and to contour the face. These injections replace the naturally occurring hyaluronic acid that has been lost to ageing, providing support, volume and elasticity. Dermal fillers are non-permanent, with results lasting between 3 and 18 months. 

At Face Clinic London we only use market leading FDA approved fillers to deliver consistent, subtle and natural results. 

Areas that can be effectively treated include

	Cheeks
	Chin
	Lips
	Jaw line
	Jowels
	Marionette Lines
	Nasolabial folds
	8-point Juvederm Facelift


Book Appointment    Find out more
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Sweating Treatment

Hyperhidrosis (excessive sweating) can place an enormous burden on those affected, negatively affecting a person's quality of life, limiting daily activities, dictating choice of clothing and impacting a persons confidence. 

The relief found by people who have undergone this treatment, makes it very rewarding to provide. 

Treatment works by reducing the activity of sweat glands in the following areas

	Underarms (Axillary Hyperhidrosis)
	Face (Facial Hyperhidrosis)


Book Appointment    Find out more
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Cryotherapy

Cryotherapy translates literally to mean ‘treatment using low temperature’ and is achieved using liquid nitrogen to accurately target skin lesions and freeze them. 

Lasting only a matter of seconds it does not require local anaesthetic. Many superficial benign (non-cancerous) lesions can be treated including:

	Actinic Keratosis
	Seborrhoeic Keratosis
	Skin Tags
	Warts (Human Papilloma Virus). 
Please note we do not treat genital lesions.


Book Appointment    Find out more
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Skin Treatments

We offer three types of skin rejuvenation treatment to nourish, hydrate and bioremodel, to improve skin tone and texture.

Click on the treatment type below to understand the different way each treatment achieves skin enhancing results.

	PhilArt Polynucleotides

(Stimulate collagen and elastin in the skin)
	Restylane Vital Skin Boosters 
(Face, Neck, Decolletage)
	Profhilo Bioremodelling
 (Face, Neck , Decolletage, Arms, Hands, Abdomen, Knees)
	PRP – Platelet Rich Plasma 
(Face, Neck, Decolletage)


Book Appointment    Find out more
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Men's Treatments

Every treatment we offer at Face Clinic London is as suitable and popular for men as it is for women. However, there are important differences in how treatments are performed to provide the most pleasing results based on the different masculine/feminine preferred aesthetic and anatomical characteristics.

Examples of some considerations and tailored techniques that must be taken into account include

	Forehead treatment for a lower flatter brow, rather than a higher arched brow often preferred by women. 
	Dermal Fillers to create a wider, more square jaw or straighter more angular nose.
	Use of higher G prime Hyaluronic Acid injections to accommodate a mans thicker skin.
	Extending wrinkle treatment higher to accommodate a receding hairline
	Men often require higher dosages of wrinkle treatment due to genetically determined stronger facial muscles – by as much as 50% more. At FCL we treat accordingly to achieve optimal results, and unlike some clinics, we never charge a premium for higher dosages when it is required.


Mastering and working with subtle facial differences come from paying meticulous attention to detail and steady experience working with our large and loyal male client base.

At Face Clinic London's Central London clinic in Soho we have 10 years’ experience in treating men and women. 

Book Appointment    Find out more

 







Call us on 020 7851 6624 for Wrinkle Treatments, Dermal Fillers, Sweating Treatment, Skin Tag or Wart Removal.





Testimonials



9/10 of our clients highly recommend us.

We send all our clients feedback forms after their treatment at Face Clinic London. Here is a small selection of the testimonials and feedback that we receive. .

Read more testimonials


KATARZYNA
  I’m travelling to see Dr. Anita from Spain. It says it all. I’ve been seeing her for over 10 years. She is the best.
The results of her treatments are spectacular and last much longer than when performed in Spain or Poland with the best specialists elsewhere.   
     October 2023


DAVE
 A friendly and professional experience from stepping foot in the building, greeted well by reception and in comfortable surroundings... Treatment and aftercare is alway to the highest standards with an individual focus.   
     November 2023


ZOE
  This is an outstanding clinic with amazing aesthetic treatments. The doctors really listen and tailor needs to each client in a very individual way. It’s also a beautiful clinic to visit with a professional but cosy feel.
This clinic is far better than any Harley St Clinic in my opinion.   
     October 2023








WE ARE HERE TO HELPMeet the Soho clinic team








Face Clinic London - Expert, Doctor-led Wrinkle Treatments and Dermal Fillers in London
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MBBS, DRCOG, Dip Clin Derm
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MBchB, BSc, MRCGP, DFSRH




How to find us






Our friendly London Clinic

Located just a few minutes walk from Carnaby Street and Oxford Street, our Soho clinic provides our full range of Doctor-led treatments and professional skincare creams. 

We are open late during the week and also on Saturdays. 

How to find us >>
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Fresh from our beauty blog

	
10 Common Questions About Botox and Dermal Fillers in London

	
Botox vs Dermal Fillers: Which Treatment is Right for You in London?

	
Skin Health: The 15 Best Vitamins & Micronutrients for Healthy Skin

	
The Ultimate Guide to Skin Inflammation: Causes & Treatment

	
Healthy Skin 101: Tips for Maintaining Radiant & Healthy Skin





About Face Clinic London
 We are a friendly London based facial aesthetics clinic offering Wrinkle Treatment, Sweating Treatment and Dermal Fillers in Soho, London. 

Founded by two fully trained and experienced doctors in the heart of London, we aim to provide a professional and friendly service to our clients.

All our injectable treatments are given by fully qualified GMC registered doctors. 

We offer all new clients an impartial and independent consultation where we work together to achieve your personal aesthetic goals.

All clients receiving wrinkle treatment are offered a free two week post treatment review with a doctor.

9/10 of our clients highly recommend us.

Read reviews from some of our many happy clients 

We're Save Face Accredited! Find out more here >

Where to find us

Face Clinic London, 7 Silver Pl, Soho, London W1F 0JT.

Map

Book appointment or call 020 7851 6624
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